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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected complex reductive algebraic group, which we view 
here as a real Lie group by taking its complex points and then ignoring its 
complex structure. The corresponding real Lie group obtained in this way 
will be denoted G,. The purpose of this paper is the classification of prin- 
cipal series modules for G, with integral regular infinitesimal character, up 
to isomorphism of Harish-Chandra modules. 
Using translation functors, this parametrizes all Lie algebra modules that 
occur, as the space of K,-finite sections, of an integral regular line bundle 
on the flag manifold of G,. (See 2.14.) Here the term “integral regular” 
means that we consider only line bundles that are GR-equivariant and 
whose space of C” sections have an integral regular infinitesimal character 
(the same as that of a finite dimensional G,-module). 
Our main result is the proof, in this complex case, of a conjecture that 
was stated in [4]. (See (OS).) We also give some estimates on Ext Groups 
(2.16) at the end of Section 2. 
Notation and Main Theorem 
Let g be the Lie algebra of G, W its Weyl group. We denote by gR the 
Lie algebra of G, and by gc the complexifrcation: gc = gR OR C x g @ g. 
Let S be a set of simple reflections in W, S= {So,..., s,}. The pair (W, S) 
is a Coxeter group and it is generated by the sir i= l,..., n subject to 
relations 
sisjsisj . . = sjsisjsi . . (0.1) 
-_h_l 
m,j factors m,, factors 
Sf = 1. (0.2) 
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Here m0 = 2,3,4,6 depend on the number of lines that connect the corre- 
sponding simple roots in the Dynkin diagram, respectively, 0, 1, 2, 3. 
We define the braid group B associated to (W, S), as the group 
generated by S subject only to the relations given by (0.1). Hence sf # 1 in 
B. By definition there is a homomorphism B+ W. It is well known that 
there is a section of this homomorphism W -+ B, which is not a group 
homomorphism. This is given by associating to o E W any reduced expres- 
sion o=ri . ..z ric S and defining b = ?, ‘. . ?,, E B, where Qi is ri now 
viewed as an ellment of B. 
We fix a Bore1 subgroup P of G with Lie algebra p. Let G, be the com- 
plexilication of G,, gc = gR OR C its Lie algebra. Recall that gc x g @ g. 
The Weyl group of go will be denoted by W, z W x W and a set of simple 
reflections for W, of the form S x S will be denoted S,. In general if I is 
a Lie subalgebra of g, I, is I viewed as a real Lie algebra and I, its 
complexification. A similar convention will be used with groups. 
Let 0 be a Cartan involution of G, whose fixed point set is K,, a choice 
of a maximal compact subgroup. We denote by Kc the complexification of 
K,. The involution 0 acts on G, when its action is complexified, and it acts 
as well on the Lie algebras gn, gc. Denote by hc a Cartan subalgebra of 
gc which is o-stable, corresponding to a choice of e-stable Cartan sub- 
groups H, of G, and H, of Go. Denote by A+ the positive roots of pc 
with respect to hc, and let p=CorEd + $u an element in h: For each o E W, 
we now define an induced Harish-Chandra module Indz( -op + p). This 
is the Harish-Chandra module of K,-finite functions J G, + C satisfying 
f(gb) = a(b))’ f(g) for b E P, and 0 = eP”p+p the character of P, deter- 
mined by the weight -wp +p. For future notational convenience we 
immediately introduce new notation for these modules. Representing w  as 
a pair in W x W, we let 
Here o0 is the longest element in ( W, S). After this reparametrization, the 
K,-finite functions on the flag variety G,/P, which are given by Indz(O), 
become Z(e, o,,). The module Indz(2p) becomes Z(o,,, e). Note that Z(x, y) 
and Z(a, b) have the same character if and only if xy-’ = ab-’ in W. Our 
main theorem determines all the isomorphisms between these modules. 
(0.3) THEOREM. 
B, 2(j)-‘=&(6)-‘. 
One has Z(x, y) z Z(a, b) if and only ifin the braid group 
Graded Characters 
Theorem (0.3) can be formulated in the language of graded characters of 
[4]. In [4] we considered certain filtrations W,,Z(x, y) c W, Z(x, y) c . . . 
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(weight filtrations) with semisimple subquotients. It was shown there that 
C q’@( W,Z(x, y)/W,- ,Z(x, y)) = @,Z(x, y) is uniquely associated to the 
isomorphism class of Z(x, y). A second formulation of (0.3) is 
(0.4) THEOREM. One has Z(x, y) x Z(a, 6) if and only if 8 wZ(x, y) = 
@ Ida, b). 
The advantage of this second formulation is that it makes sense for 
any real reductive algebraic group Go. As above, we may associate to 
any principal series module Z of G,, with integral regular infinitesimal 
character, its graded character 8,Z (see [4]). 
(0.5) Conjecture [4]. Any two principal series modules I,, Zz of G,,, 
with the same integral regular infinitesimal character, are isomorphic if and 
only if 8 ,I, = 8 ,Z2. 
Organization of the Paper 
In Section 1 we reformulate and prove some results obtained in [S, 61 
for the case of complex groups, in a slightly stronger form. The proofs are 
simpler than those in [6] and the reformulation describes more precisely 
the principal series modules in the geometric language of perverse sheaves. ’ 
Section 1 essentially reduces the problem to solving the equations 
TX T; ’ = T, T; i in the Hecke algebra. 
In Section 2 we complete the proof of (0.3). This becomes strictly com- 
binatorial after the results that have been collected in Section 1. We 
have also included at the end of Section 2 some estimates of Ext groups 
of principal series modules. These arise as a by-product of the perverse 
construction given in Section 1. 
1. RELATIVE POSITION OF PERVERSE SHEAVES 
Notation 
Let U(gc) denote the universal enveloping algebra of go with center 
Z(g,). Denote by Y the character of Z(g,) corresponding to the 
infinitesimal character of the trivial representation, and let R = U(g,)/ 
U(g,) Ker Y. We recall that U(g,)-modules with trivial central character 
are simply R-modules. Denote by HC the category of Harish-Chandra 
modules with infinitesimal character ‘Y This is a category of R-modules of 
finite length, where the Lie algebra f, of K, acts semisimply, with finite 
1 The geometric construction of principal series given here differs from a construction of 
Bernstein in terms of intertwining functors in that it uses a proper map instead and is carried 
out in the perverse category. This has some applications at the end of Section 2. 
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multiplicities, and the Lie algebra action exponentiates to a Kc-action. The 
irreducible modules in HC are in one-to-one correspondence with W. To 
each w  E W corresponds an irreducible object L,, namely the unique 
irreducible quotient of Z(o, e). 
Denote by g the flag variety G,/P, of G,. We also let 4$,, denote the 
PC-orbit in 9.9 of 0’. P,, where w’ is a representative of 0-l in the 
normalizer of H,. 
As in the introduction, we fix a set of simple roots S in A + and denote 
by S, a corresponding set of simple reflections S x S in W, = W x W. If 
WE W, or W, its length will be denoted by Z(w). Hence dim SYm=Z(o). 
Categories of Perverse Sheaves 
The category HC is equivalent to a category of perverse sheaves on the 
flag variety a. This equivalence of categories is obtained by associating to 
a Harish-Chandra module X, first a D-module on $9 (localization [ 11) and 
then to this D-module a perverse sheaf by the Riemann-Hilbert corre- 
spondence of Kashiwara-Mebkhout [7]. In more explicit terms: if we 
denote by o”” the sheaf of holomorphic functions on 9, then on each open 
set U (in the usual topology of the manifold W), U”“(U) is an R-module. 
We attach to X, what turns out to be a perverse sheaf: Sol(X) = 
R Hom,(X, oan)[dim a]. One disadvantage of this functor X-+ Sol(X) is 
that it is contravariant. If D denotes Verdier duality DR(X) = D(Sol(X)) is 
also a perverse sheaf. We will call X+ Sol(X) the contravariant Riemann- 
Hilbert correspondence and X-+ DR(X) the covariant Riemann-Hilbert 
correspondence. The functor DR gives the desired equivalence DR: HC + 
P(HC), between HC and a category of perverse sheaves on 99. The 
category P(HC) consists of all K,-equivariant perverse sheaves on B. 
We may assume that all our objects G,, g, K,, 6 are defined over a 
finite extension of Q. This allows us to consider objects defined over a finite 
field F, of q elements G,, Bq, K,, 8, obtained by base change. The 
category P(HC) is equivalent to a category P(HC), of Qrperverse sheaves 
on Bq, for infinitely many F,‘s. This base-change is explained in the last 
chapter of [2]. Let Fr denote the Frobenius action on Bq, a variety defined 
over F, which we identify with its points in an algebraic closure F, of F,. 
Denote by P(HC),i, the category of mixed perverse sheaves consisting of 
K,-equivariant mixed Q1 perverse sheaves on %Yq. These are perverse 
sheaves with an action of Frobenius and there is a forgetful functor 
For: P(HC),i, -+ P(HC),. 
If F is a mixed perverse sheaf on gq, we will say that F is strongly mixed 
if for each Frobenius invariant point x of %Yq the eigenvalues of Fr on each 
cohomology group stalk (&?F), have the form q’j2E with E a root of unity. 
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The category of strongly mixed perverse sheaves will be denoted by 
‘(HC)iix* 
Hecke Algebras 
We define the Hecke algebra of ( W, S) as 
2 = z[q”*, q-l’*] oz Z[ W]. 
This has an algebra structure and is generated by the simple reflections si, 
denoted T,, when regarded as elements of 2. The relations satisfied by the 
Tsi are 
Ts8 Ts, . . . = Ts, Tsi . e . (1.1) 
__v- 
m,, factors m,, factors 
T:,=(q-lK,+q. 
In general w  E W is denoted by T, when viewed as an element of 9. 
A Hecke Algebra Module 
We now apply the above definition to the Weyl group WC = Wx W 
and denote by 2 the corresponding Hecke algebra. Let 5? denote the set 
of &-orbits (or &-orbits) in g (or gq). We construct an X-module as 
in [9]. 
M= z[q”*, q-y oz Z[9]. 
Since $3 is in one-to-one correspondence with W, one can easily describe 
the S-module structure on M. The action of 2 on M is obtained by 
thinking of A4 as a Hecke algebra for W. Then the Hecke algebra for 
Wx W acts on A4 with T(,,,, acting as T, on the left and T,,,, acting as 
T,-1 on the right. In [9] a definition of M is made in a more general 
setting (corresponding to the case of a real reductive Lie group). The 
module M is a Grothendieck group of P(HC),+, and the set &3 is substituted 
by trivial sheaves over &-orbits. To each F in P(HC)z, one associates an 
Euler characteristic [F] = C( - 1)’ &FE M, where powers q”* keep track 
of the eigenvalues of Frobenius. 
Note that the elements of the form T,, w  E W should be understood to 
be obtained from trivial sheaves on K,-orbits extended by zero by taking 
an Euler characteristic as above. The elements T;!, are then known to 
correspond to trivial sheaves on &-orbits, extended to aq via a 
pushforward of the form f*. In general Verdier duality becomes in M (as 
in [9] in a slightly different context) 
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The notation [F] will be used for complexes of sheaves F as well as for 
perverse sheaves. The convention is that [F] denotes, an element in A4 
obtained as an Euler characteristic, written in the basis of T,‘s with the 
identifications discussed above. 
Relative Position of Perverse Sheaves 
Let 9$ s E S, denote the variety of parabolics of type s. There is then a 
P’ fibration rc,: 99 + ps. The pushforward in the derived category of com- 
plexes of sheaves with constructible cohomology will be denoted by (x,)! 
(as opposed to R(xn,)!). This convention will be extended to any f!, f.,., f !, 
f *, where f is an algebraic map. Similar notation will be used over F,. 
Recall the adjointness map X,*(X,)! F -+ F. We denote by NSF the 
complex of sheaves N, F = rr:( II,)! F[ 1 ] and a: N, F + F[ 1 ] its adjointness 
map. Similarly we consider M,F= rcl(rcs)! F with an adjointness map 
b: F-+ M,F. 
(1.3) DEFINITION. Two doubly bounded complexes of sheaves of vector 
spaces on 29 or Bq, with constructible cohomology, F and F’ are in relative 
position s E S, if 
(a) N,FxM,F, and 
(b) There is a distinguished triangle 
F- F’ 
NSF= M,F’ 
The role of F and F’ in this definition is not symmetric but we will 
always mention F and F’ in this order in the context or relative position 
of perverse sheaves. Note that F is determined by F’ and b as a cone and 
F’ is determined by F and the map a as a cone. 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. (a) Zf F, F’ in P(HC) are in relative position s and 
H, H’ in P(HC) are also in relative position s with s E SC. Then Fx H if and 
only if F’ x H’. 
(b) Zf F, F’ is a pair in relative position s in P( HC), then the dual pair 
DF’, DF is also in relative position s (D denotes Verdier duality). 
Proof We first show (a). Simply note that an isomorphism F-r H 
produces a quasi-isomorphism N, F + N,H. This induces an iso- 
morphism of the corresponding cones F’ + H’, F’ = Cone( N, F + F), 
H’ = Cone(N, H + H). For (b) we use that II, is proper and D(N,F) x 
M,DF[ - 1 ] as a consequence. Q.E.D. 
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Hecke Algebra Operations and Relative Position 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let F, F’ be two &complexes of sheaves in P(HC)zix in 
relative position s. If we regard [F], [F’] as elements in M, then under the 
Hecke algebra action in M 
TJF] = -[F’]. 
Proof From the distinguished triangle 
* ’ 
:\ JF 
(d* (nsh FCll 
We obtain a long exact sequence in sheaf cohomology with actions of 
Frobenius. Therefore, taking Euler characteristics 
CFI - CF’I + C%+Tn,), FL111 =O 
CF’I = L-Cl - CG’TQ,c FL111 
(the minus sign accounting for the shift Cl]). In [9] the operation 
(K,)* (n,), is shown to correspond to T, + 1 acting on M. Therefore 
[F’] = [F] - (T.$ + l)[F] = -T,[F]. Q.E.D. 
Reduction to P' 
Let D be a Kc-orbit in W. Then IF; ‘x~(cz) = O, is a union of two K-orbits. 
Fix y E PS and let iy denote the inclusion of y in YS and i, the inclusion of 
the fiber ?~;i((y}) into W. The fiber n;-‘({Y}) is a P’ and it intersects the 
two Kc-orbits of 0,. Let p be the projection n;‘({y}) --) {v}. If we now 
substitute aq instead of B and y is Fr-invariant, the P’ over y will be 
defined over F, and will carry a Frobenius action. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Let F, F’ be doubly bounded complexes of sheaves on LAY 
(or ~33~) with constructible cohomology with respect to the stratification given 
by the KC-orbits (K,-orbits). If F, F’ are in relative position s, there is a 
distinguished triangle 
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where NS(iS*F) + i,*F is the map defined by adjointness. Moreover iQF and 
iS*F’ are in relative positions. 
Proof: This follows by base-change. 
The Functor L 
Q.E.D. 
(1.7) DEFINITION. Denote by u the category of finite length U(g,)- 
modules with infinitesimal character Y such that the po-action exponen- 
tiates to a PC-action. In other words, if n, is the nilradical of po, then no 
acts locally nilpotently. Recall that the category o is equivalent to a 
category of perverse sheaves P(U) (as a consequence of the results in [ 11). 
(1.8) DEFINITION. We consider a functor L: D -+ HC. For any X in O, 
L(X) is the maximal Kc-finite quotient of X (maximal f-quotient which is 
semisimple and its f-action exponentiates to K). The Kc-module L(X) has 
an R-action. One can also define L(X) by L(X) = R(K,) Or X with R(K,) 
the regular functions on K,. The R-action is now less evident but it is 
given as in the appendix of [S]. 
(1.9) Remark. All the principal series modules Z(x, y) are obtained by 
applying L to Verma modules: Indz( -wp + p) = L(M(o,wp - p)), where 
M(w,op - p) is a Verma module of heighest weight o,op - p. 
(1.10) Notation. Recall the PC-orbits S?Za, o E W,. Define for SE SC= 1 
sxs, .5$=~&91ss,. Assume Z(sw)> Z(o) and define the inclusions 
j:2i&,-+2?m, i:9Sxso+&u, b:dm-+S3, h,:Sfm+?8. 
(1.11) LEMMA. Theperversesheaves(h,)! l,[I(o)]and(h,)! l,,[Z(o)+ 1] 
are in relative position s. 
Proof. The distinguished triangle of Definition (1.3) is obtained by 
applying b! to the following distinguished triangle. 
hLC4o)l * 4 l,,C4~) + 11 
which is a triangle satisfying the conditions of (1.3) (this is a P’ 
calculation). Q.E.D. 
A Construction of Bernstein 
(1.12) Notation. We let T= K, n Z-Z, and define projections q: K, x 93 
-+ K, $ &i’, p: K, x g -+ B (second projection), act: K, $ W + a. Denote 
by P(K, 5 W) the category of perverse sheaves F on Kc XT &J such that if 
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Q is a Kc x No-orbit in Kc x 9, then for all i, L@(,,(~) contains only trivial 
sheaves as composition factors. Similarly we define P(K, x W, T) as 
consisting of perverse sheaves F on Kc x W with a T-action (T acts 
diagonally) and such that for each Q a Kc x No-orbit, and each i, X’FI, 
contains only trivial sheaves as composition factors. 
(1.13) Remark [6]. There is an equivalence of categories 
q*: P(K, XT W)+ P(K,xc@l, T). 
We denote by < an inverse to q*. 
(1.14) DEFINITION (Bernstein). We consider a functor LO,: P(O) -+ 
P(HC) obtained by first setting L,(F) =act, (p*(F) and letting L:(F) 
denote the O-perverse cohomology group. 
(1.15) PROPOSITION. Assume that Z(so)>l(w), SES~, OE WC. Then 
L,((h,)! l,[Z(w)]) = F and L,((h,,)! l,,[Z(w) + 11) = F’ are in relative 
position s. 
Proof: We obtain the distinguished triangle in the definition of relative 
position s by applying LB to the distinguished triangle for (h,)! l,[Z(w)] 
and (h,)! l,,[Z(w)+ l] in (1.11). The rest of the proof follows using base 
change. In detail this is in [4, 61. Q.E.D. 
(1.16) THEOREM.+ Let SE S, and assume that /(OS) > l(o). Then the 
perverse sheaves F=DR(Indg(-op+p)) and F’=DR(IndF(-osp+p)) 
are in relative position s. 
Proof: We use that Li is a perverse sheaf construction of the functor L 
(this is in [3] and in [S, Appendix]). Since our principal series modules 
can be obtained by applying L to Verma modules, and all Verma modules 
can be described as perverse sheaves of the form (h,)! l,[Z(o)] for some 
o, we obtain (1.16) from (1.15). Q.E.D. 
(1.17) Remark. Theorem (1.15) above holds in more generality for real 
reductive algebraic groups. 
(1.18) Remark. Proposition (1.4) becomes: If z E W satisfies Z(rx) = 
Z(r) + Z(x), Z(za) = Z(z) + Z(a), then Z(x, v) x Z(a, 6) if and only if Z(tx, y) z 
Z(Ta, 6). Similarly for Z(zy) = Z(r) + Z(y) and I(&) = Z(z) + Z(b). This also 
follows from the use of the functors rp,tj, as in [4]. 
Weight Filtrations 
We now recover the results of [6] for the case of complex groups. 
+ See note added in proof. 
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(1.19) COROLLARY (of (1.16)). Zj’F is a perverse sheaf in P(HC):, that 
corresponds to I(x, y) under the covariant Riemann-Hilbert correspondence 
and reduction to positive characteristic, then 
[F] = +q’Tx T;’ E M. 
Proof We start with Z(o,, e) = Indz(2p) which corresponds to a trivial 
sheaf on the open &-orbit extended by zero. This is denoted by T,, in M. 
Next we apply the notion of relative position for perverse sheaves together 
with (1.5) and (1.16). This allows us to obtain [F] in the form T;‘T,, 
with w  E W, N W x W. To see our result more clearly, one observes that all 
the modules 1(x, e) are isomorphic to modules in standard Langlands 
quotient position and thus correspond* in A4 to elements of the form 
f q’T,. The application of operators of the form T& acting by T;’ on 
the right allows us to conclude the 1(x, y) corresponds to a perverse sheaf 
F with [FJ = +qrTx T; ‘. Q.E.D. 
(1.20) Notation. Recall the elements C, introduced by Kazhdan and 
Lusztig in [8], with the conventions of [9]. We denote by C’, the new 
elements of the form C, = q-‘(“‘)‘*C,, and let TX T;’ -C nY&, qr12Cw. 
(1.21) COROLLARY. The modules Z(x, y) have e g-module filtration with 
semisimple subquotients WrZ(x, y)C, W,., I I(x, y) C (called the weight 
filtration). The semisimple subquotients can be computed as 
Wr+144 Y)lW,k y)~ 0 lnF,y,r+ll L,. 
Proof This is a consequence of Gabber’s weight filtration theorem and 
of (1.19). Q.E.D. 
We recall that in [4] we have shown3 (in more generality) that 
dim Hom(Z(x, y), Z(x, y)) = 1. This implies [4] that the graded character 
@wJ(x, Y)=~Cl’wK~(x> YW,-lk Y)) 
= C 4’ InZ.LJ @L, (1.22) 
is unique except for a multiple of q. We therefore have [4]: 
'Standard modules in Langlands quotient position are known to correspond under the 
functor DR to trivial sheaves on &-orbits extended by zero (see [lo]). In turn these 
correspond to the elements TX in M. 
3 This fact was simultaneously obtained by Milicic and the author. 
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(1.23) PROPOSITION. Zf Z(x, y) z Z(a, b), necessarily 
T,T;‘= +q”T,T;’ in M. 
(In fact only the plus sign occurs.) 
ProojY One observes that there is a unique Frobenius action up to 
scalars on a perverse sheaf F such that dim Hom(F, F) = 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (0.3) in the Case of Standard Modules 
Recall that S, = S x S. 
(1.24) LEMMA. Let F, F’ be two perverse sheaves in relative position 
(e, s) E S x S, corresponding to principal series modules as in (1.3). Then if 
[F] = +q’T,, [F’] = Tq’T,, and I(W) > Z(w). 
Proof: We use (1.5) and (1.16) to see that [F’] = Tq’T,T,. If I(os) < 
I(w) then w=o’s and T,T,= (q- 1) T,+qT,* which cannot be a 
multiple4 of [F’] because of the term (q - 1) T,. Hence [F’] = Tq’T,, 
and I(os) > I(o). Q.E.D. 
(1.25) LEMMA. One has T,T;’ = qrTV,, if and only $ xy -’ = y0 with 
l(x)-QY)=Yo* 
ProoJ This follows easily from (1.24) above, and the interpretation of 
TX T; ’ as [F] for some F in P(HC) associated to a principal series 
module. Q.E.D. 
We obtain in particular: 
(1.26) PROPOSITION. 
group 29-l 
One has TX T;’ = qrTYO if and only if the braid 
= Q. and always r = 0. 
Proof: The braid group statement follows from the fact that l(x) - 
I(y) = I(y,). Note that if zZj-‘= jo, then T,T; ’ = TYO and always r = 0 by 
necessity. Q.E.D. 
For the following lemma we denote by O, U’ two &-orbits in gq in 
relative position s E S, and denote by f, f’ the corresponding inclusions 
into Bq. 
(1.27) LEMMA. Assume that dim D’ > dim o and that F, F’ in P(Z-ZC)zix 
are in relative position s E S,. Then if F’ = f \ 1 0l [dim 0’1 necessarily 
F=f! 10[dim 01. 
4 A complex F’ such that [F’] = (q - 1) r,” + qT,* and supported on AZ& cannot be perverse. 
The term (q- 1) T, violates the perversity conditions by implying that two cohomology 
groups are non-zero over am. 
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Proof Using (1.6) this reduces to a Pi computation. In P’ this is the 
statement that the skyscraper sheaf over the O-dimensional Bruhat cell is in 
relative position with the trivial sheaf over the l-dimensional Bruhat cell 
extended by zero. Q.E.D. 
(1.28) PROPOSITION. One has that Z(x, y) E Z(y,, e) if and only if 
w’ = j. in B. 
Proof: In one direction, if Z(x, y) zZ(y,, e) then TxT;’ = q’T,,. By 
(1.25) and by (1.26) this implies ij-l= jO, Conversely if 29-i = j0 then 
TX T;’ = T,, which implies Z(x) - Z(y) = Z(y,) by (1.25). One now uses 
(1.27) above several times. For instance if Z(y) = 1 there is only one step 
and this is precisely (1.27). One also needs, in this last argument, the fact 
that the perverse sheaves f! l,[dim O] are obtained by applying DR to a 
standard module in Langlands quotient position as in [lo]. Q.E.D. 
2. IDENTITIES IN THE HECKE ALGEBRA AND THE PROOF OF (0.3) 
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem (0.3). Using (1.23) 
we have already reduced this proof to showing that 
(a) Z(x, y) = Z(a, b) whenever TX T;’ = q’T, T; ‘, and 
(b) T,T;’ = q’T,T;’ if and only if in the braid group there is an 
identity 2j- ’ = d& ‘. 
Note that if B* denotes the group generated by all the Hecke algebra 
operators of the form TX, XE W, then there is a group homomorphism 
B + B*. We are trying to lift an identity in B* of the form T,T;’ = T, T;’ 
to B (when q’= 1). 
We first introduce a collection of polynomials that will arise from the 
multiplication of Hecke algebra operators. 
(2.1) Notation. We denote by % the collection of polynomials that can 
be written in the form 
f(x) = C n,,&L(x - 1 V, a, BE (0, 1, a...} 
with n,,B > 0. Note that 
(i) The leading coefficient off(x) has the form 
for r=max{a+/? with n,,B#O}. 
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(ii) If at least one nZ,8 is non-zero then f(x) #O and its leading 
coefficient is positive. 
(iii) Iff, g are in %, f+ g, (x- l)f, xfare in GR. 
(iv) deg(f+ g) =max{degf, deg g}. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let s 1 ,..., s, E S (with possible repetitions). Then 
T.7, .-.Ts,,,= 1 fa(q)T, (2.3) 
WEW 
with fm(x) E ?Z for all o. Moreover one has l(s, . . . s,) < n if and only if there 
is at least one fw(q) with deg f,(x) >O. In this case there are at least two 
elements w, w’ such that fw, fmf are non-zero. 
Proof: We proceed by decreasing induction on m. For example, Tz = 
(q-l) T,+q and (q-l), q are in g. If x=s~...s, is reduced then 
Ts2 . . . Ts, = TX and our task is easy: either T,, TX = T,,, if I(s,x) > I(x) or 
Ts,Tx=(q--1) T.x+qTs,, if Z(s,x) -C I(x). Therefore we assume that 
32 . . . s, is not reduced. By induction 
T,, . . . T.q,,= c f,(s) Tm 
WE w 
as in (2.2). We then have 
T,, . . . Ts, = 1 f-(q) Ts,, 
l(.qw) z l(0) 
+ 1 [fJq)(q - 1) T, + d-(q) Ts,,l. 
I(s,w) <l(o) 
By the remarks after (2.1) this has the form of (2.3), and the degree of the 
new polynomials involved remains positive. If I(s,o) = I(o) + 1 for all o 
involved, then we obtain the same number of summands as in the previous 
step (more than one by induction). If not, then a term of the form 
(q-l)f,(q) T,+dw(q) Ts,, appears. These are two distinct terms and 
the sum of non-zero polynomials in % never cancels. Hence these two terms 
survive in the expression for T,, . . . T+,,. Q.E.D. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose that there is an identity of the form 
q”T,,,, = T,, . . . T+, T, ‘, 
where y,, y E Wand s1 ,..., s, E S with l(s, . . . s,) < m. Then in the expression 
Tq --. Ts, = 1 fm(q) T, 
WE w 
there is exactly one o E W with fb(q) # 0 such that oy ’ = y,. Moreover 
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(a) For all WE W- {a} with fo(q)#O, Z(oy)<l(y,) and so(q)= 
(q - 1) Q-(q) for some polynomial Qu. 
(b) f,(q)=qrfor some r. 
Proof: We consider the identity: qSTJo= C,, wfo(q) T,T;’ and set 
q = 1. By linear independence all&(q) satisfy fo( 1) = 0 except one, which 
we denote (T. One clearly has f,( 1) = 1. Our expression above now trans- 
lates into an identity of graded characters (using the interpretation of 
T,T;’ given in (1.19)). We thus obtain 
q”@dh e) = C fihz) Qd(w Y). 
CUEW 
Each O,Z(w, y) now has the form 2 P”‘“(q) OL, and the polynomials 
Pw,x have non-negative coefficients (since these are multiplicities). Assume 
now that for some o, Z(oy -‘) > Z( y,). We consider on both sides the multi- 
plicities of L,-I and obtain (Z(x) > Z( yO)) 
0 = ~fw(d P”,“(q) @L,-1. 
By taking an element x such that Z(xy P ’ ) is maximal, each of the polyno- 
mials poqx(q) above is a multiple of q. Hence 
Since one can assume that all the r. are positive by multiplying by qJ for 
some large .Z, we have that fJq) = 0 for all o since the right side belongs 
to v. 
We now look at o = cr. One obtains by considering the multiplicities of 
@LYO 
q”+ ~(~O)OLYO =“fn(q) q’@L,, 
implying that f0 is a multiple of q. Q.E.D. 
(2.5) Remark. One has in the braid group an equality: (3))’ j = 
(x-l~,,)O(y-loo)o~l. The right-hand side has the form a(b)-‘. This equa- 
tion implies an equation in the Hecke algebra of the form T; ‘T,, = T, T; ’ 
since there is a homomorphism between the braid group and the group 
generated by all the operators of the form T,, w E W. The proof of this 
identity follows from the fact that (x-‘o~)~ = (i-)-l cG,, and (j)-’ c&, = 
( y-‘oo)“. Hence (x-l~,,)o(y-loO)o-l = (3)-l j. 
(2.6) LEMMA. If q’T,T;’ is normalized’ so that in (1.20), c,,, occurs 
with coefficient q1(You2 (where y, = xy - ’ ), then c, occurs in the same expres- 
sion with coefficient + q’ and t 2 0. 
‘Note that this normalization simply means that T,,O occurs with coefficient q” = 1 in 
q”T, 7-i’. 
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Proof: We first recall that q”T, T;l = qsT;’ Tb for some a, b E W. We 
proceed by downward induction on /(a). If l(a) = 0, one has t = 0 with this 
normalization (as in the Verma module case). Assume that T;‘T, = 
T;‘T,;‘T, with /(a’s) > /(a’). We have two cases. The first case is when s 
increases the length of 0, the element of maximal length such that C’, 
occurs in T;,‘T,. Recall that T;-l=q-l(Ts+l-q). We apply T,+l-q 
and observe that (T, + l-q) C, = q1’2c80 + {terms C, with l(r) < I(o)} - 
qcc. Therefore by applying (T, + 1 - q) our normalization is preserved. We 
now investigate the occurrence of C,. Note that C, cannot appear in 
(T, + 1) -q applied to C’, unless w  = e because s 4 r(e) for all s (the 
r-invariant). Hence we consider (T, + 1 - q) C’, = q112cs - qce. Therefore 
C, occurs with coefficient Tq’+ ’ and t+ 1 >O if ta0 (by induction C, 
occurs with coefficient + q’, t > 0 in T; ‘Tb). The second case is similar. 
Now ,(sa)<I(a) and (T,+l-q)T,=(q-l)T,+qT,,+(l-q)T,= 
Us,. Hence the new maximal length term is C,, and one must apply 
q- ‘(T, + (1 - q)) to preserve our normalization. If we apply this to C, then 
q- ‘( T, + 1 - q) C’, = q - ‘CS - C, and the coefficient of C, only changes 
sign. By induction we finish the proof. Q.E.D. 
(2.7) LEMMA. For all y, E W, qrTYO = T,, . . . Ts, T;’ implies that 
4Sl . ..s.)=m. 
Proof: Assume that I(s, . . . s,) # m. Then (2.4) 
q’Tyo = ,& f,(q) LT;l+q’TJ;‘. (2.8) 
/(my-‘) < I(uy- ‘) 
We first note that the coefficient of T,, in q’T, T;’ has to be q’ (although 
it may happen that r # I). We multiply by q-r, to obtain q’-‘T,,T;’ nor- 
malized as in (2.6). As in (2.6) we interpret (2.8) as an equation of graded 
characters. In particular we look at the occurrence of L, to obtain6 
Hence (1 - 4’) = E fw(q) q ‘,- ‘). We multiply by qL for L large to obtain 
4=-q L+‘=qLcYm(q)4r”-‘) ( in case some r,-r CO). By (2.3) the right 
side is non-zero with positive leading coefficient. Hence t < 0. This con- 
tradicts (2.6) because we took the care to normalize q’-‘TOT;’ as in (2.7). 
Q.E.D. 
(2.9) LEMMA. Suppose that T,T;’ = q’T,T,T;’ with a, b, t, YE W. 
Then Qxt) = I(x) + l(t). 
6 With our normalization 6, occurs in TyO with coeficient 4’. 
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Proof: The equation in (2.10) implies that T, = q’T,T,T;‘T,. Recall 
that T,-‘T, = T, T;’ by (2.5). Hence T, = q’T, T, T,,, T;‘. We now use 
(2.7) to conclude Z(xtm) = E(x) + Z(t) + Z(m) and that Z(xt) = Z(x) + Z(t). 
Q.E.D. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let T, T.y ’ = q’T, T; ’ with x, y, a, b E W. Then in 
the braid group $ - ’ = 86 - ’ and r = 0. 
ProojI By (2.5) we can write in the braid group &‘j = t”?V’ for some 
r, t E W. In particular T; ‘T, = T, T; I. Therefore TX = qrT, T, Tr ‘. By (2.9) 
necessarily Z(at) = Z(a) + Z(t) and T, T, = T,,. We obtain TX = q’T,, T; ‘. By 
(1.26) this implies &Fe1 = i and $T-’ = &f-‘Q-l= &‘jjel = &‘. 
Since this implies TX T; ’ = T, T; ’ we also get r = 0. Q.E.D. 
(2.11) THEOREM. Zf T, T;’ = TX T; ‘, then I(a, 6) z 1(x, y). 
Proof. We prove this by decreasing induction on the minimum of Z(b) 
and Z(y). If Z(b) =0 this follows from (1.28). By induction we consider 
T,T,-‘T;‘= T,T,-’ with Z(sb)=Z(b)+l. We then have T,T;‘= 
T,T;‘T,. By Remark(2.5), we can write T;‘T,=T,T;’ and TOT;‘= 
T,T,T,-? By (2.9) we know that Z(xt) =Z(x) + Z(t) and therefore 
TX T, = TX,. We are now reduced to T, T;l= T,, T;’ and may apply 
induction to obtain Z(a, b) N Z(xt, r). On the other hand T, T; ‘T, ’ = 
T;’ T, T; ’ = T,: ‘. Therefore T, = T, T, T; ‘. Again by (2.9), T, T, = T,,. 
Since s increases the length of b and the length of r, Z(a, b) z Z(xt, r) implies 
(1.18) Z(a, sb) z Z(xt, sr). Moreover by a modification of (1.28) (for T;’ 
instead of T,), which we apply to T;’ = T,T,; ‘, one has Z(e, y) z Z(t, sr). 
Since x has the property that Z(xt)= Z(x)+ Z(t), and of course Z(xe) = 
Z(x) + Z(e), this implies Z(x, y) z Z(xt, sr). Now Z(x, y) z Z(xt, sr) z Z(a, sb). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem (0.3). 
q’T,T,-? 
One has that Z(x, y) %.(a, b) implies TIT;’ = 
By (2.10) $-‘=&‘. Conversely if z?j ~ ’ = 66 -I, then 
T,T;‘= TOT,-’ and by (2.11) Z(x, y)zZ(a, 6). Q.E.D. 
Applications 
(2.12) Notation. Let n denote the set of all highest weights of fmite 
dimensional G,-modules. The set n consists of dominant characters of H,. 
Let .Zc B (B the braid group) denote the set of all elements in B of the 
form X$-l, x, yc W. 
(2.13) DEFINITION. A G,-equivariant bundle on G,/P, (real manifold) 
is an integral regular line bundle if its space of C” sections has the 
infinitesimal character of a finite dimensional Ga-module. 
We obtain 
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(2.14) COROLLARY. The g,-modules that may occur as the space of 
K&mite sections of an integral regular line bundle on GRIP, are 
parametrized, up to isomorphism, by the set A x J. (See (2.12).) 
Estimates on Ext Groups and Hecke Algebra Operations 
One has the following corollary of (1.16) together with (1.4b). 
(2.15) COROLLARY (of (1.16)). There is an isomorphism in P(HC) 
D(DR IndF( -wp + p)) z DR(Indz( -o,op + p)). 
(Here D is Verdier duality.) 
We only sketch the proof and remark that it is done by induction 
on Z(o). If Z(w)=e the result is well known. In this case we 
have DR Indz(O) =f,( l,[dim 01) and DR Indz(2p) =f! 1 [dim 01. Here 
f: D -+ ~9 is the inclusion of certain K,-orbit into A%??. Note also that 
Df,(l,[dim o])=f!l,[dim 01. For the general case we use (1.16) and 
(1.4b) to obtain (2.16) following an argument parallel [4, (5.20)]. 
We now use (1.16) to estimate’ Ext’,,(Z(w, e), Z(x, y)). We will simply 
sketch the main ideas. 
We denote by X’(F),,, the q’eigenspace of the Frobenius action on 
z”‘(F),, where F is in P(HC)zi, and Fr(x) =x, x~@~. We also introduce 
integers m:,,, x, y, z E W by 
Here L is chosen so that TX,-1 occurs with coefficient q” in qpLTX T; ‘. 
(2.16) PROPOSITION. One has for any a, b, o E W and r 
c m:,bdu < i dim Ext’,,(Z(o, e), Z(ao,, boo)). 
k>I(ab-‘)-&s-r j=O 
We now list the steps in the proof of (2.16). 
Step 1. For any X in HC one has that 
dim ExtkH;-‘(w)(Z(m, e), X) = dim zhk(DF),. 
Here F=DR(X), D is Verdier duality and XE~, the K,-orbit such that 
DR(Z(w, e)) =f! l,[dim u]. 
‘These are Ext groups obtained by considering a projective resolution of Z(o, e) in the 
category HC. They can also be identified with certain weight spaces of nilpotent cohomology 
groups analogously to [ll, (5.13)]. 
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The proof of this uses the interpretation of the stalks of Sol(X) in terms 
of nilpotent homology groups given in [lo]. 
Step 2. Suppose that F, F’ in P(HC)& are in relative position s, and 
that for all x E &?q with Fr(x) =x, %r(F’)X,9, = 0 if i> r. Then also 
pr(F),,,, = 0 for i > r. The proof’ of this is P’-calculation, and uses (1.6). 
Step 3. Let F in P(HC),f, correspond to DR(Indg( -op + p)) under 
reduction to positive characteristic. Then there is an L such that for all x 
in Bq, a Frobenius invariant point, one has 
@VT(F)),,,,+‘ = 0 if i > r. 
To prove this we use Step 2 inductively with (1.16), and the fact that 
DR Indg(2p) =f!(l,[dim ~1). 
Finally recall that by Step 1 and (2.15) we have that 
dim Ext’,,(Z(o, e), Z(aw,, bo,)) = dim %--j-@‘(DR Z(a, b)),. (2.17) 
This together with (Step 3), and the interpretation of T,T;’ given in 
(1.19), implies (2.16). 
Exact Computation of Some Ext Groups 
The main idea in the proof of (2.16) is to use the notion of relative posi- 
tion of perverse sheaves, to compute the stalks of DR(IndF( -op + p)). 
This computes the desired Ext groups by Step 1. In some cases this 
program may be carried out exactly: 
(2.18) COROLLARY. Assume that b=s,...s,,, with SUES, si#sj, ifi#j 
and that si does not occur in a reduced expression for a, for all i. Then one 
has 
+q”“b-“T, T;l = c (_ l)h)+r (q&-‘)-&“+r) - 
x dim Ext’,,(Z(w, e), Z(ao,, bo,)) T,. 
Proof: Using (1.16) this is a P’-computation. Note that the proof of 
(2.18) is analogous to (2.16) except for Step 3. Instead of Step 3 we show 
that one can arrange things so that X’(F),,,, = 0 unless i = r. Note that if 
b = e, Z(ao,, o,,) x Z(e, a) and we are reduced to the case of a standard 
module in Langlands submodule position which is acyclic. Q.E.D. 
* One can in fact show that if all the eigenvalues of Fr on stalks of F’ are of the form qi, 
the same holds for F (i an integer). 
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Note added in proof Some remarks are in order concerning (1.16) 
(a) The statement of (1.16) alone can be considered as an inductive description of the 
perverse sheaf associated to a principal Series module (since in (1.3), F’ is determined as the 
cone of NSF+ F[l]). 
(b) Bernstein’s construction Li gives a second geometric construction which is less 
explicit but is not inductive 
(c) The proof of (1.16) given here uses L’& However, this is not necessary. One can also 
prove (1.16) by noting that U. applied to the principal series module of parameter wp-p 
gives the cone of a map between the principal series modules for op - p and wsp --p 
(I(ws) > l(w)). Hence we only need to observe that this cone coincides, in the perverse 
category, with N, applied to an appropriate complex as in (1.3) (M,, respectively). 
In CS.15, 51 the author deduces this fact from an adjointness of the form R Hom(X, U,B) 
= R Hom( VEX, U). In any case this is well-known and [S] gives an alternative proof, 
(d) The proof of (1.16) given here amounts to checking that Li satisfies the inductive 
construction of definition (1.3). Hence if one proves (1.16) as suggested in (c) then one could 
even reverse the arguments and show that L”, does indeed give a geometric construction of 
principal series modules this way. 
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